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Introduction 
The intricacy and beauty of plants has always drawn me into a feeling of fascination, 

leading me to pursue a career in the horticulture industry. After beginning my college 
education, classes opened my mind to new questions and deeper fascinations about the 
processes behind growing plants. Entering the horticulture industry allowed me to delve deeper 
into my passion for studying and producing plants, ultimately improving the environment and 
natural world around me. Although fulfilled by my choice of study, the career possibilities were 
endless. Over the course of 2019, I searched for opportunities to narrow my field of study and 
fine tune my end goal. By applying and participating in the Vic & Margaret Ball Scholarship 
Program, I was able to accomplish my goal. My internship at Green Circle Growers was pivotal 
in my personal and career development. Not only was I able to fine-tune my future goals, I 
made industry connections with people who impacted me greatly. On a daily basis, I was 
encouraged by those around me to pursue experiences and knowledge that I would have never 
sought without their support. Over the past year, I have discovered the importance and key 
knowledge that an internship provides. A necessity and not an amenity, internships provide 
invaluable field experience to a student and create connections between current and future 
industry members. At Green Circle Growers, I was treated with kindness and respect. I am 
beyond grateful for every learning experience I have been afforded over the last semester. My 
internship proved the willingness and eagerness of the industry to provide a solid learning base 
for new horticulturists. During my internship at Green Circle, I was able to accomplish all of my 
goals and more, narrowing my career pursuits and developing my horticultural knowledge base 
and skillsets. 

Green Circle Growers & My Internship 
 While at Green Circle Growers, I was fascinated by the operations and people that 
made the business tick. Most well-known for their brand of orchids—“Just Add Ice”—
Green Circle has gained a reputation across the U.S. as one of the few commercial orchid 
producers within the country. However, as a company, they produce many other crops. 
Green Circle is a corporate greenhouse that includes four main greenhouse facilities. Each 
facility (or plant) focuses on a specific crop or task, such as orchid production, young plant 
production, finish production, and foliage plant production. The duties of each plant vary 
throughout the growing seasons, and they generally work as a unit. Yet, each facility also 
functions as an individual entity, independent from the others. As an intern, I received the 
opportunity to rotate through each plant, spending four weeks in each area. While orchid 
production and automation were the drawing factors leading me to choose Green Circle 
for my internship, because of the rotational program, I was able to expand my knowledge 
in so many other unexpected areas. 

The growers I shadowed displayed a passion for their work and the education of 
new growers entering the industry. Daily, I observed as they sought out ways to better 
their practices and knowledge base. When I chose the horticulture production industry, it 
was because I loved the constant evolution of technology and science behind growing. No 
matter the stage of life, successful growers must evolve with technology and science. Not 
only are new plants being trialed and added to the crop production roster at Green Circle, 
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new technology and practices are being implemented constantly. Dutch innovation fuels 
the company. After a recent trip to the Netherlands to observe greenhouse operations, I 
can easily compare the greenhouse technology of the Dutch to that of Green Circle. Of 
course, rusty areas exist within the company, but as a whole, I witnessed a forward-
thinking company, looking for ways to improve. 

Experience 
Over the sixteen weeks that I spent in Ohio, I met extraordinary people, and I am 

beginning to understand what the title “grower” means in the horticulture world. I was 
honored to learn about horticulture production under growers that are at the forefront of 
the industry, testing innovations and constantly seeking the next solution. The people I 
worked with truly cared about my personal well-being and professional development. 
Many of the growers took the time out of their schedule to work with me and teach me 
technical skills like irrigation management, integrated pest management (IPM) tasks, and 
the use of a computerized environmental control system. However, they also taught me 
invaluable lessons about management skills involving their personal time and the time of 
those working under them. The classroom is excellent in providing a jumpstart, but nothing 
prepares a person vocationally like hands-on experience. Green Circle provided me with the 
opportunity to apply my classroom knowledge and expanded my mind to more possibilities. 
Mentor & Peer Relationships 

Throughout my internship, I built relationships with growers that have tremendously 
impacted my professional career and personal life. I met people that I greatly respect and 
admire. No matter the level of experience, each grower I worked under taught me valuable 
lessons and showed me the difference between working a job and pursuing a career. During my 
time at Green Circle, I discovered what it means to hold the title “grower.” A grower is 
someone who thinks from every angle—innovating practices—challenging personal expertise—
discovering new resources and connections—never settling for the bare minimum. 

The number of growers that I met at Green Circle was quite large, but only a few truly 
stood out as excellent. While working in propagation, I shadowed a head grower who not only 
displayed passion for his work but also for the education of the next generation of growers. 
After nine years at Green Circle, he has mentored 40 interns, treating each with respect and 
individual attention. I gained more knowledge from him than I could have from a semester-long 
college course. He taught me about moisture control, biological and chemical applications, the 
implementation of a new crop culture program, and the integration of pest management. Most 
importantly, I observed what work ethic looks like in the greenhouse. No job was too small or 
taxing for this grower. He owned to his mistakes with humility and sought to fix errors. 
Constantly teaching himself to be better at what he does, he challenged himself on a daily 
basis. In essence, he was the model grower. Through him, I learned so much more than just 
how to grow, I learned how to successfully grow. 

Also, while living in Ohio, I made a strong connection with my roommate. As we were 
both from out-of-state, we bonded immediately. Traveling across the country, we visited 
Niagara Falls, downtown Cleveland, and Geneva, Indiana. I not only found a road trip buddy, 
but also a peer who I admire for her career aspirations. Green Circle also houses international 
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interns, and I was able to meet peers from the Netherlands, Africa, Peru and Argentina. The 
international perspective gained from befriending these interns provided valuable perspective 
and a global outlook. Because of my time at Green Circle, I became connected with current and 
future industry professionals. 
Moisture Management 

Not only did I expand in my connections while in Ohio, I also developed a 
tremendous amount of technical skills. Especially while working in young plant production, 
I learned about the importance of moisture management. Water can be a limiting factor in 
the growth of plants. It can be used as a growth regulator, and it can make or break the 
quality of a crop. During my time working at Green Circle, I learned that the goal of a 
grower is to achieve consistent dry-down in any given crop to ensure a consistent growth 
rate. Before my internship, I did not fully understand the importance of moisture 
management. I worked with both “wet growers” and “dry growers,” observing the effect of 
two varying management methods on the same crops. It was eye-opening. Dry growers not 
only produced a more consistent crop with better root development, but also maintained 
lower levels of shore flies and fungus gnats in their areas. Dry growers push plants to a 
consistent dry-down point by edge and spot-watering before irrigating the entire crop, 
understanding that some plants will dry faster than others. On the other hand, wet 
growers look to maintain a level of moisture in all their plants at all times. While dry 
growers may have to check moisture more frequently than wet growers to prevent spotty 
wilting, they achieve preferable results to that of plants that are constantly sitting in 
moisture. I already understood that roots need oxygen as well as water, but it was 
interesting to observe the difference in root structure and plant size of the two moisture 
management methods. Also, while in young plant production, I discovered that becoming a 
successful grower is a full-time commitment. Often, I find that students in horticulture 
production do not understand or overlook the time commitment that comes with their 
career choice. Plants do not stop growing on weekends to give growers a break. Successful 
growers do not just water their plants on Friday and hope to come back to the same 
quality of plants on Monday. I was taught, at Green Circle, the importance of a consistent 
water schedule, which does not pause at any time. Growers are responsible for their crops 
at all times. Becoming a grower is a dynamic career, ever-moving, ever-developing and 
ever-demanding. After a sixteen-week internship, understanding moisture management 
was one of my largest takeaways. 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Another invaluable takeaway from my internship was my observation and 
implementation of integrated pest management. I was able to apply classroom knowledge 
and expand my understanding of IPM. I improved my insect and disease identification by 
counting sticky traps weekly and by directly observing damage to the plants. I also 
developed my knowledge base in the recognition and use of specific chemicals. I learned 
three key lessons when choosing chemicals to apply: 1) Chemicals are more effective when 
used less frequently. 2) Do not play the strongest chemical first but look to use the 
minimum strength first to possibly save money and resistance build-up. 3) Incorporate 
different types of sprays to ensure success (i.e. contact, systemic, etc.). I was also able to 
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learn and practice application methods of chemicals and biological controls. I experienced 
backpack spraying, boom applications with Dosatrons and portable injectors, and manual 
applications of biological insects. My classroom knowledge prepared me to work in the 
field with IPM, but actually using IPM and seeing it effectively implemented was extremely 
valuable to my career development. 
Time & People Management 

I learned many technical skills while at Green Circle, but the most valuable takeaway I 
received from my internship involved lessons learned on time and people management. In 
essence, growing is a battle against the clock. Either plants are growing too fast or too slow—
they bloom too early or too late—they ship on time or sit in the greenhouse for two weeks too 
long. Peak seasons and slow seasons plague the greenhouse industry, and it is the grower’s 
challenge to manage his or her time effectively. I shadowed two opposing types of growers: the 
dynamic type that consistently finds work and remains aware of their crop, and the complacent 
type that waits for work to find them and neglects to maintain awareness. Of course, the 
dynamic growers were always more successful. My main interest was in observing how the 
dynamic growers managed their time and the people working underneath them. Growers need 
the ability to think about several tasks at one time. Otherwise, they will not complete the work 
they need to accomplish. At one time, I observed a grower who was checking moisture, 
scouting for pests, creating a task list for his assistant and teaching his intern, while the whole 
time touching base with a crew who was sticking thousands of poinsettia cuttings in his area. 
No—growing is not for the faint of heart. Dynamic growers are masters at learning from the 
past and planning for the future. They are industrious and find tasks to occupy themselves and 
those working underneath them at any time of year. I learned that there are always tasks to be 
completed in the greenhouse even if they are not always the easiest or most fun. As far as 
people management is concerned, the best managers were those that displayed work ethic, 
understanding and knowledge. Excellent managers were able to earn respect by being fully 
invested in their work and in the people they managed. In every scenario, the authority chain 
broke down when a manager did not appear competent, caring or hard-working. Time 
management and people management are not skills learned in the classroom, but in day-by-day 
experiences. 

An internship in a commercial greenhouse allowed me to learn lessons that are 
impossible to learn in a classroom setting or even in a small business setting. It allowed me to 
take my education and career development to the next level. The resources that were available 
seemed limitless. Not only did I work with the most modern automated systems in the U.S., but 
I also held access to a network of knowledgeable growers and managers. Because of the people 
I met and the experience they provided to me, my internship at Green Circle Growers was truly 
unforgettable. 

Personal & Career Development 
 In retrospect, I improved upon or developed many personal traits as a result of my 
internship: relatability, teachability, critical thinking and humility. Working closely with another 
grower requires an intern to listen, fully comprehend and complete tasks without complaint. I 
worked under at least thirty different growers over sixteen weeks, and all growers held varying 
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personalities, values and backgrounds. Over time, I developed my ability to relate to and learn 
from all types of people in a work environment—skills that can translate to any future place of 
work. My critical thinking developed as growers challenged me to complete tasks that I was not 
always comfortable in attempting. I received multiple opportunities to take charge of 
greenhouse sections while growers were absent. While I was not completely comfortable in the 
amount of responsibility I was taking on, I felt humbled that growers trusted me enough to 
leave their sections under my care. Several times, I was required to use personal judgment and 
knowledge to find solutions, developing my ability to critically evaluate a situation and find the 
best course of action. My work relationship with the growers was rewarding. I received trust 
from the growers because I displayed the ability to receive and complete tasks without 
hesitation. Also, I was fully transparent when I did not understand the task given to me. 
Because of the growers’ trust in me, I was able to push myself farther and truly discover what it 
feels like to hold the responsibility that comes with being a grower. 
 My internship has allowed me to see the steps I can take in the next five years to 
achieve my current career goals and to set new career goals. By working in a company that uses 
knowledge and resources from across the globe, I became strongly influenced by a global 
perspective. Although I recently returned from a study abroad trip to the Netherlands, my 
internship at Green Circle inspired me to look for further experience internationally. After 
graduation in May 2021, I hope to study and work abroad in the Netherlands for a short time. 
Over the next three semesters at Kansas State University, the experience I gained at Green 
Circle has allowed me to be more directed in my education and seek specific knowledge that 
will aid me in the future. At this point in time, I am unsure whether I will pursue a graduate 
degree, but I am not closed to the idea. I learned from many growers that keeping doors open 
in life is important in career development. Because I am a college student, my future plans have 
been changing by the year, especially as I gain field experience and seek new opportunities. 
However, after interning at Green Circle Growers, I know that I am capable of working as a 
grower, and I have the assurance that the horticulture industry is the perfect fit for me. The 
opportunities to pursue knowledge and experience in my field of interest are abundant. 

Conclusion 
All being said, words cannot fully express the gratitude I feel to have received the Vic & 

Margaret Ball Scholarship. I would not change my decision in pausing my academic career to 
gain hands-on experience in the horticulture production field. I uncovered valuable lessons and 
spectacular growers during my internship. In all things there is a balance. While I received 
opportunities to work closely with lead growers within the company, I also spent my fair share 
of time power-washing algae off of the greenhouse floors or dumping 50-pound bags of calcium 
nitrate into the fertilizer tanks. Not every day was a dream-come-true or even pleasant, but if I 
learned anything, it is that a lesson can be found in any situation. An out-of-state internship 
was a risk for me, but in retrospect, the good far outweighed the bad. My experience at Green 
Circle Growers shaped me as a horticulturist and as a human being. It sparked my career 
ambitions and opened my mind to fresh ideas. My internship allowed me to see where I fit 
within the production industry. In future, I hope to work in greenhouse because it allows me to 
fulfill my passion for innovation in the culture of plants. For me, horticulture holds natural 
beauty and wonderment along with the intrigue of science. At Green Circle Growers, not only 
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did I find myself admiring the loveliness and intricacy in an orchid bloom but meticulously 
calculating the environmental requirements and outlying factors necessary for the best plant 
growth. Green Circle Growers was paramount in aiding my decision to pursue the greenhouse 
industry, but also provided me with a basic and key understanding of what becoming a grower 
means. Through my internship, I was provided with the opportunity to network with growers at 
the forefront of the industry, to expand my knowledge-base and skillsets, and to narrow my 
future aspirations. 
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As I had never delved into orchid culture, the orchid range at GCG was extremely 
educational. I learned how to scout and evaluate various damage like bud abortion, thrips 
damage, light damage, and mutations. 

Bromeliads are another crop that I never studied. I learned that the plants are 
starved/leached of nutrients before an ethylene treatment in order to achieve a brighter 
inflorescence. 

Specialized Crop Culture 
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The intern program at Green Circle is well-rounded. Our HR clerk consistently touched base 
with the interns to ensure a great learning experience and the living circumstances were 
amazing. 

A field trip was also planned to take us to other local horticultural businesses. Above is a 
picture of the interns visiting Mucci’s hydroponic tomato production in Sandusky, OH. 

Intern Program 
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  Free-Time 

My roommate and I traveled to many places during our free time. Above are pictures from 
Niagara Falls, where we rode the Maid of the Mist boat tour up to the falls. Below, I met 
some of my roommate’s family and we visited a local orchard and haunted trail for some fall 
festivities. 
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We visited an Indiana state park, where my favorite authoress once lived, and I even taught 
my roommate how to sew! We were never bored. Below is a picture of a local fabric store 
we discovered in Little Italy, Cleveland. 


